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The basal ganglia act through

direct and indirect striatopallidal output pathways
that have different effects on cortical activity. This division has been proposed
to underlie
the fundamental
distinction
between
hyperkinetic
and hypokinetic
movement
disorders
such as Parkinson’s
disease
and Huntington’s
disease. Evidence to date does not favor
a relationship
between
this dual organization
and the division of the striatum into striosome and matrix compartments.
However, the possibility
has been raised that the division of
striatopallidal
output paths reflects a compartmentalization
of the matrix itself into clusters of different striatopallidal
projection
neurons.
We directly tested this hypothesis
in
squirrel monkeys
by comparing
the distributions
of striatal
output neurons
retrogradely
labeled from the two pallidal
segments. Striatopallidal
neurons labeled by small injections
confined to either the external pallidum (GPe) or the internal
pallidum
(GPi) formed small clusters (“matrisomes”)
in the
matrix compartment
of the putamen.
However, contrary to
previous predictions,
labeled matrisomes
projecting
to GPe
were not systematically
separated
from those projecting
to
GPi. They could overlap extensively,
and within individual
matrisomes
GPe-projecting
neurons and GPi-projecting
neurons were extensively
intermixed.
Double-retrograde
labeling analysis
in single sections
demonstrated
that only 2.1
* 2.7% of labeled striatal neurons were doubly labeled from
both GPe and GPi-a
number not significantly
different from
zero. GPe-projecting
and GPi-projecting
neurons in the putamen also differed sharply in their expression
of enkephalin-like
immunoreactivity:
71.3 f 7.6% of the neurons labeled by GPe injections
were enkephalin
positive, in contrast
to only 10.0 + 3.6% of the neurons labeled by GPi injections.
These results suggest that in the primate, populations
of
striatopallidal
output neurons are grouped in clusters in the
matrix, but that individual
neurons in any given cluster project either to GPe or to GPi. Matrisomal
clustering
may thus
coordinate
signals sent into the direct and indirect pathways
of the basal ganglia from distributed
populations
of projection neurons in the striatum.
[Key words: basal ganglia, primate, putamen, globus pallidus, motor systems, enkephalin,
retrograde
tracers, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s
disease, population
coding]
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The control of movement by the basalganglia dependsin part
on the activity of two striatopallidal circuits that appearto have
different effects on motor activity. The “direct” pathway from
the striatum through the internal pallidum (GPi) and the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) may facilitate movement by
activating thalamocortical circuits through a doubly inhibitory
releasemechanism.The “indirect” pathway from the striatum
through the external pallidum (GPe) may inhibit movement by
modulating this disinhibitory drive (for review, seeCrossman,
1987; Albin et al., 1989; Alexander and Crutcher, 1990). Targeting certain striatal outputs to GPe and others to GPi-or
keepingtheseoutputs linked-could therefore influence whether
movements occur and how. Such a targeting device for movement control by the striatum should be strongly representedin
the putamen, which contains most movement-related neurons
of the striatum except thoserelated to eyemovements (Hikosaka
et al., 1989). Becausethe putamen is the principle region of the
striatum processingdirect inputs from the sensory and motor
cortex, and the primary source of input to the pallidum, the
putamen could serve as a key switching station directing sensorimotor inputs to GPe and to GPi.
There is controversy, however, over the degreeto which striatal neurons projecting to GPe are separatefrom those projecting to GPi. On the one hand, GPe-projecting neurons have
been differentiated from those projecting to GPi (and to the
SNr) by their neurochemistry. Both sets of neurons are
GABAergic, but striatal axon terminals in GPe tend to express
enkephalin-like neuropeptides as cotransmitters, whereasstriatal terminals in GPi and SNr tend to coexpresssubstancePlike and dynorphin-like neuropeptides. Evidence obtained in
the rat suggeststhat these neurons also differ in their proportional expression of D,-like and D,-like dopamine receptor
mRNAs (Gerfen et al., 1990; Le Moine et al., 1990; MeadorWoodruff et al., 1991) and in their transcriptional responsesto
direct and indirect dopamine agonist stimulation (Berretta et
al., 1992;Zhang et al., 1992). On the other hand, the segregation
of transmitter-related substancesis far from complete: some
neuronsexpressenkephalin-like aswell assubstanceP-like peptides, and D, receptor mRNAs as well as D, receptor mRNAs
and binding sites(Penny et al., 1986; Bessonet al., 1990; Meador-Woodruff et al., 1991; Surmeier et al., 1992; Ariano et al.,
1992). It is not known whether neurons that coexpressthese
moleculesalso project to both GPe and GPi/SNr, or whether
such coexpression,reported for the rat and cat, occurs in the
primate. Estimates of the number of striatal output neurons
sendingcollaterals to more than one target nucleushave varied
widely-from very few to the proposal that all neurons projecting to SN also project to GP (Bolam et al., 1981; Feger and
Crossman, 1984; Loopuijt and van der Kooy, 1985; Beckstead
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and Cruz, 1986; Parent et al., 1989; Gimenez-Amaya and Graybiel, 1990; Kawaguchi et al., 1990; Selemon and GoldmanRakic, 1990).
In primates and cats, striatal projection neurons are organized
in macroscopic clusters that can be labeled by injections of
retrograde tracers into the pallidum or the SNr (Desban et al.,
1989; Jimenez-Castellanos and Graybiel, 1989; Gimenez-Amaya
and Graybiel, 1990, 199 1; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1990).
The clusters are not striosomes; they lie in the extrastriosomal
matrix. For this reason, they have been called matrisomes
(Graybiel et al., 1991). It has been proposed that the targeting
of striatal information to GPe and GPi may be organized at the
level of these clusters (Divac, 1984; Feger and Crossman, 1984;
Gimenez-Amaya and Graybiel, 1990,199 1; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1990). Experiments so far have tested this proposal
only indirectly. The idea is appealing because it suggests that
the targeting of pallidum by striatum could involve a population
code, a notion compatible with processing models for other
levels of the motor system (Georgopoulos et al., 1986, 1989;
Bizzi et al., 199 1).
In the experimentsdescribedhere and briefly elsewhere(Flaherty and Graybiel, 1992a,b), we explicitly tested this proposal
by making small paired injections of distinguishableretrograde
tracers in the GPe and GPi of squirrel monkeys. We alsodirectly
determined, with double tracer and immunohistochemical labeling, whether enkephalinergic neurons project only to GPe.
Our findings demonstrate that distributed clustersof projection
neuronsproject to smallsitesin GPe and GPi, and that, although
individual clusters can project both to GPe and to GPi, the
neurons within them project only to one of these targets. Matrisomal clustering thus seemsto ensurethat, for at least some
matrisomes,the direct and indirect pathwaysof the basalganglia
can be targeted in parallel by sets of spatially distributed but
locally coordinated populations of neurons.
Materials and Methods
In 36 hemispheres of 18 adult squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) we
injected the retrograde tracers wheat germ agglutinin conjugated to
horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP; n = 12) wheat germ agglutinin
conjugated to enzymatically inactivated apo-horseradish peroxidase and
labeled with colloidal gold (HG, n = 17), the P-subunit of cholera toxin
(CTB; n = 28), and Fluorogold (n = 6). Injections were made bilaterally,
under stereotaxic guidance, into pairs of target sites in GPe (n = 24)
and GPi (n = 30). The injection site coordinates for hemispheres in
which both the GPe and the GPi injections were successful are listed
in Table 1. In some of the hemispheres, injections into the substantia
nigra (n = 7) were also made, and analyzed with respect to patterns of
tyrosine hydroxylase immunostaining.
The distributions of tracers
transported to the striatum were compared to each other, and to the
distribution of enkephalin-immunoreactive
striatal neurons. Serial-section analysis, and also single-section analysis of dual staining patterns,
was carried out.
Tracer injections. Neuroanatomical tracers were pressure-injected with
a Picopump (World Precision Instruments) through glass micropipettes
with internal tip diameters of 25-35 pm, according to surgical protocols
described previously (Flaherty and Graybiel, 1991). Briefly, monkeys
were given a small dose of the analgesic buprenorphine HCl(O.0 1 mg/
kg, s.c.) preoperatively, and then anesthetized with ketamine (30 mg/
kg, i.m.) and a single initial dose of sodium pentobarbital (5 mg/kg,
i.p.). A few monkeys did not receive buprenorphine, but instead received
a larger dose of sodium pentobarbital(l0
mg/kg, i.p.). Anesthetic level
was determined by monitoring heart rate with an ECG, respiration rate,
muscle tone, and cornea1 and toe-pinch reflexes. Supplementary doses
of ketamine (10 mg/kg, i.m.) were given as needed to maintain anesthesia. In the course of the surgeries, distinguishable anterograde tracers
were also deposited in the cerebral cortex under electrophysiological
guidance, for experiments reported separately (Flaherty and Graybiel,
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10.0
12.5
6.0
9.5
11.5
6.0
9.5
11.5
6.0
10.0
12.5
4.5

A, anterior; H, horizontal; L, lateral.
199 1, 1993). CTB (Sigma, Inc.) was prepared as a saturated solution by
adding 0.5 ma of CTB to 20 ul of sterile water. stirrine, vigorously, and
lettingthe precipitate settle for 5 min before filling themjection pipette.
Fluorogold (1% solution; Fluorochrome, Inc.) and WGA-HRP (15%
solution; Sigma) were dissolved in sterile saline. HG was prepared in
advance according to the method of Basbaum and Menetrey (1987).
After 2 d survival times, during which buprenorphine (0.01 mg/kg,
s.c.) was given twice daily, the monkeys were perfused under deep
barbiturate anesthesia (50 mg/kg, i.p.). The brains were blocked, cryoprotected, and cut coronally at 40 pm on a freezing microtome as described previously (Flaherty and Graybiel, 199 1).
Histology. Adjacent sections were processed in series, or single sections were doubly stained, to compare the distributions of injected tracers, neurotransmitter-related
compounds (enkephalin, tyrosine hydroxylase), and cell bodies (Nissl substance).
The location of WGA-HRP was demonstrated with the tetramethylbenzidine method of Mesulam (1978) with minor modifications (Flaherty and Graybiel, 1991, 1993). Fluorogold labeling was analyzed in
sections processed for WGA-HRP, HG, or fluorescent immunostaining;
it tended to be obscured in diaminobenzidine
(DAB)-immunostained
sections. Nissl substance was stained with cresylecht violet on mounted
defatted slides.
HG was demonstrated by three to six 20 min incubations of loose
sections in a 1: 1 mixture of the initiator and enhancer solutions of the
Intense BL silver enhancement kit (Amersham), alternated with brief
washes in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB). The silver-enhanced tissue was
fixed with a 5 min incubation in 2.5% sodium thiosulfate in PB, mounted, dehydrated, and coverslipped. The mounting medium Eukitt was
found to cause rapid fading of HG staining, but sections coverslipped
in Permount (Fisher) did not fade detectably in up to 2 years. Many
sections containing HG injection sites or regions of retrograde HG transport were processed with diaminobenzidine
for immunoperoxidase
staining, or with tetramethylbenzidine
for WGA-HRP staining. There
was no sign of cross-reaction between HG and any peroxidase stain.
Enkephalin, CTB, and tyrosine hydroxylase were demonstrated immunohistochemically.
Enkephalin staining was relatively sensitive to
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Neurons were counted only in regions of the putamen in which neurons of the
two types were extensively
intermingled.
In the first and second rows, doubly
labeled neurons are expressed as the percentage of the total number of GPe-labeled
neurons; in the third row, they are expressed as the percentage of GPi-labeled
neurons. Both strongly and weakly double-labeled
cells were counted.

endogenous peroxidase activity and detergent levels; consequently, we
stored tissue in 0.1% sodium azide in PB, pretreated it for 5 min in
10% methanol and 3% hydrogen peroxide in PB, and exposed it to 0.3%
Triton X- 100 in PB in only one 5 min incubation before beginning the
immunostaining.
Sections were incubated with polyclonal antiserum
against CTB (List Biolabs; 1:2000 dilution), enkephalin (Incstar; antimet-enkephalin; 1: 1000 dilution), or tyrosine hydroxylase (Eugene Tech,
1: 1000) for 2 d. Sections to be singly stained were then incubated with
a biotinylated secondary antibody, stained with the DAB-avidin-biotin
peroxidase technique (Vector), mounted, dehydrated, and coverslipped.
Striosomes were identified as striatal regions in which neurons expressed
low enkephalin-like immunoreactivity (Graybiel and Chesselet, 1984).
The borders of GPe were determined by enkephalin staining (Haber
and Elde, 1982). The substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) was delimited from the SNr by its greater tyrosine hydroxylase staining.
For sections first immunostained and then stained for HG, bound
antibody was labeled with a secondary antibody conjugated to the fluorochrome CY3 (Jackson Immunoresearch),
mounted, and coverslipped in 90% glycerol/lO% PB with 5 mg/ml DABCO (1,4-diazabicycle-[2,2,2]-octane; Aldrich) added to retard fading. Fluorescence lasted
at least 6 weeks without appreciable fading. HG was also compatible
with DAB peroxidase immunohistochemistry,
except that in cells darkly
stained with DAB it was sometimes difficult to determine whether HG
granules were present.
Quantitativeanalysis.Neurons in singly stained nonfluorescent sections were counted in the putamen at 250x with a Leitz Ortholux
microscope coupled to a Cohu CCD video camera and a computerized
image analyzer (Biocom, Lcs Ulis, France). Counts were made within
multiple sample squares 3.8 x 10’ pm* in area and 40 pm in thickness.
Sample squares were placed in the regions with the highest density of
labeled neurons. Nissl-stained neurons were counted in the same hemispheres in similar regions of the putamen. An average of 173 retrograde
neurons or 406 Nissl-stained neurons were counted per slide. Small
Nissl-stained cells with dark nuclei (diameters of 7 pm or less) were
considered to be glia and were not counted. In determining cell counts
per mm3, the relative shrinkage of tissue processed with different techniques was assessed by comparing the total area of the putamen on each
slide. Cell counts were then multiplied by the appropriate shrinkage
correction factors.
Doubly stained fluorescent sections were examined with a laser scanning confocal imaging system (Bio-Rad MRC 600) coupled to a Zeiss
Axioplan microscope. The laser confocal system had two photodetector
channels, permitting simultaneous analysis of the fluorescent label in
the same or in depth-summed optical planes. CY3 fluorescence was
viewed with a YHS filter block: HG aranules were examined with either
transmitted or reflected light. Digitized images of the separate channels
were stored and merged to produce pseudocolor composites.
Doubly labeled cells were counted by systematically scanning sections
through the putamen at a magnification of 400x, at which the field
displayed on the Bio-Rad screen was approximately 300 pm in diameter.
Sections analyzed were approximately 1 mm apart and spanned the
rostrocaudal extent of the retrograde labeling in the striatum. Within a
given section through the putamen, all and only the 300 pm fields that
contained more than one cell of each type were analyzed. On the average,
this was true for about 20 fields per slide. This protocol was necessary
in order to avoid diluting the percentage of doubly labeled cells by
counting singly labeled cells in regions where only one projection was
labeled. Thus, counts were made only for cases with injection sites in
regions of GPe and GPi that were topographically related in terms of

their striatopallidal inputs. Neurons were counted only in the putamen
because most of the injection sites were in regions of the pallidum that
receive inputs from the putamen rather than from the caudate nucleus.
The numbers of neurons counted are listed in Table 2.
Injection site reconstructions and overlay drawings of labeled projections were made with a Wild stereomicroscope equipped with a drawing tube, as previously described (Flaherty and Graybiel, 199 1, 1993).
The center of the injection site was considered to be the region in which
the tracer completely obliterated cytoarchitecture; the injection site halo
contained distinct labeled cells and heightened background staining. To
estimate injection site volume, the coronal area through the center of
each injection site was measured with the Biocom computerized image
analyzer, and the effective radius of the injection site was calculated
from that area. The injection site volume was then estimated as the
volume of the equivalent sphere. The relative shrinkage of tissue processed with different histological techniques was taken into account with
shrinkage factors as described above.

Results
Characteristicsof the injection sites
In 18 monkeys, there were 63 successful injections of the differentiable retrograde tracers CTB, HG, WGA-HRP, and Fluorogold in GPe, GPi, and the SN. The depositswerenot randomly

distributed in the target nuclei, but were aimed at regions in
which injections produced retrograde labeling in the midlateral
and lateral putamen. Compared to WGA-HRP, CTB and HG
deposits formed small, well-defined injection sites with much
lesstracer deposition along the pipette track, and were more
effective than WGA-HRP for labeling a singlesegmentof the
pallidum without contamination of the other segment. Fluorogold injections more often produced lesions at the sites of
injection than did CTB, HG, and WGA-HRP injections. Most
analysis,therefore, was carried out with CTB and HG.
Of the 45 CTB or HG injection sites,3 1 wereconfined entirely
to their target nucleus, as opposedto 2 of the 12 WGA-HRP
injection sites.Injection site diametersaveraged 1.1 mm for 20
nl CTB, 0.4 mm for 90 nl HG, 2.3 mm for 10 nl WGA-HRP,
and 0.4 mm for 10nl Fluorogold. HG had a tendency (but much
lesssothan WGA-HRP) to label the bottom part of the pipette
track, forming elongated injection sites.Consequently HG was
a more successfultracer when usedfor GPe injections; if used
in GPi injections, the track tended to contaminate GPe. In a
few hemispheresthe GPe injection site contaminated the putamen to some extent. Label transported within the putamen
from suchcontamination wasreadily distinguishablefrom label
transported from the pallidum, and wasrestricted to a few hundred microns around the injection site.
Striatal neuronsprojecting to GPe and GPi are organized in
matrisomal clusters
In all casesof HG, CTB, and WGA-HRP injection into the
pallidum, with injection sitesrangingfrom about 0.1 to 3.0 mm
in cross-sectionaldiameter, the predominant pattern of labeling
in the putamen was of neurons aggregatedinto clusters and
bands (Fig. 1). Scattered labeled neuronsalso appearedoutside
the clusters.The cell clusterslabeled with WGA-HRP or CTB
were especially conspicuousbecauseof the tendency of these
tracers to label neuropil as well as cell bodies, but even HG,
which did not label neuropil, labeled distinct cell clusters. By
contrast, Fluorogold injections in the pallidum produceda sparse,
apparently uniform distribution of labeledstriatal neurons,lacking pronounced clusters. To determine whether this difference
in labeling was due to different qualities in the transport of
Fluorogold or to the relative faintness of fluorescent labeling,
we alsoanalyzed sectionsin which CTB had beendemonstrated
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Figure I.-Clustered pattern of retrograde neuronal labeling in the putamen following tracer injections in GPe and GPi. A-C, Typical retrograde

tracer injection sites in the pallidum of three hemispheres, showing the much smaller injection sites that can be made with HG and CTB than with
WGA-HRP. Brokenlinesrepresent the diffusely labeled halos surrounding the densely labeled injection sites. A’-C’, Dark-field photographs of the
corresponding patterns of retrograde labeling in the putamen of each hemisphere. Note that retrogradely labeled neurons lie in clusters regardless
of the tracer used. A and A’ (hemisphere 39L), HG injection site in GPe at stereotaxic level A 11 .O, and labeling in the putamen at level A 12.5.
B and B’ (hemisphere 31R), CTB injection site in GPi at level A 9.0, and labeling in the putamen at A 12.5. C and C’ (hemisphere ZSR),WGAHRP injection site and typical contaminated pipette track filling much of GPi, and labeling in the putamen at A 12.0. Borders of the putamen are
outlinedon the photographs. B, B’, C, and C’ have been printed left-right reversed for ease of comparison. CN, candate nucleus; Put, putamen.
Scale bar (in A?, 1 mm for A’-C’.

Figure2. Tracer sites and three-dimensional

reconstructions of labeled striatal output cell clusters. A and A’ (hemisphere 39L), An HG injection
site in GPe, and retrograde labeling traced in cross sections through the putamen. Sections were spaced at 320 pm intervals and the drawings were
superposed in sets of three. Note that the labeled cell clusters were not completely confluent at any level of the putamen. B and B’ (hemisphere
28R), A larger CTB injection site in GPi, and retrogradely labeled cell clusters in the putamen. Sections were spaced at 120 pm intervals and
superposed in sets of three. A confluent “main field” of labeled cells appears at levels A 7.0 to A 8.5. Because the labeling in B’ was drawn at more
frequent intervals than that in A’, more levels through the putamen are shown. However, the total anteroposterior extent of labeling in the putamen
label was similar (about 6 mm) in the two cases.

Injection Sites
B. (28R)

A 8.5
1lllIl-l

A’. Putamen projections (39L)

B’. Putamen projections (28R)
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A. Injection site (4OL)

Figure 3. Pallidal output cells form
discrete clusters in the striatal matrix
(hemisphere 40L). A, (JTB injection site
in GPi at stereotaxic level A 9.5. B,
Reverse-contrast photograph of CTBlabeled cells in the putamen at level A
12.0. C, Reverse-contrast photograph
of a tissue section, serial to that in B,
immunostained for enkephalin to demonstrate striosomes (dark zones). Striosomes are marked with arrcnvs in C, and
the corresponding regions are also
marked in B. Comparison of B and C
indicates that the clusters of labeled
neurons in Bare in the matrix, and thus
are matrisomes. Scale bar in B, 1 mm
for B and C.
either by a secondary antibody conjugated to the fluorochrome
CY3, or by a fluorochrome ABC method with a Texas redconjugated avidin-biotin complex. Such sections showed the
same patchy cell distribution seen in DAB-stained CTB sections,
indicating that it was not simply a property of fluorescent labeling of neurons that made it difficult to see cell clusters retrogradely labeled with Fluorogold.
The labeled cell clusters ranged in size from about 0.1 to 1
mm in diameter, and those labeled from GPe and GPi were not
obviously distinguishable in shape, size, number, or distributioil. The clusters were, on average, somewhat smaller and more
discrete than those seen previously in studies based on large
WGA-HRP injection sites not completely contained in a single
pallidal segment (Gimknez-Amaya
and Graybiel, 1990, 199 1).
The retrograde labeling in the putamen elicited by an approximately l-mm-diameter
injection in GPe or GPi extended, in
total distribution, approximately 6 mm anteroposteriorly, 3 mm
dorsoventrally, and 2 mm mediolaterally. In cross section, the
clusters often had a long axis that ran obliquely from the dorsomedial to the ventrocaudal putamen, an orientation also seen
in afferent-fiber clusters labeled by cortical inputs (Flaherty and
Graybiel, 199 1, 1993).
When reconstructed in three dimensions, the retrogradely labeled fields in the putamen formed branching lattices in which

individual zones were often, but not always, connected by thin
necks (Fig. 2). Large pallidal injection sites produced striatal
labeling in which some of the labeled zones fused, producing a
“main field” of relatively homogeneous labeling surrounded by
more discrete cell clusters (see Fig. 2B' and GimCnez-Amaya
and Graybiel, 1990). However, hemispheres with small injection sites often did not have a homogeneous main field (Fig.
2A’), and even in hemispheres with large injection sites, most
sections through the striatum contained two to five labeled cell
clusters, separated by up to 1 mm or more of unlabeled or
sparsely labeled tissue.
Comparisons of tracer distributions and met-enkephalin immunostaining for striosomes demonstrated that the cell clusters
labeled by either GPe or GPi injections were in the striatal
matrix (Fig. 3). Striosomes were not, however, entirely free of
labeled cells, confirming patterns observed with larger injections
not confined to a single segment of the pallidum (GimtnezAmaya and Graybiel, 1990, 199 1).
In seven hemispheres the SN was injected with a retrograde
tracer. In all cases the injection site included both SNr and SNc,
as judged by tyrosine hydroxylase immunostaining of adjacent
sections. Fluorogold was injected in three of the cases, and it
produced sparse, diffuse cell labeling in the striatum similar to
that produced when Fluorogold was injected into the pallidurn.
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A. Injection sites (42L)

A 6.5

A 5.5

A 4.5
L
\

Figure 4. Striatal labeling from tracer injections in the SN. A, An injection site, produced by three confluent injections of CTB, that extended
into both SNc and SNr over several millimeters (hemisphere 42L). Brokenlinesrepresent the diffusely labeled halos surrounding the densely labeled
injection site. B, Reverse-contrast photograph of CTB-labeled neurons in the putamen and caudate nucleus at stereotaxic level A 12.5. Much of
the labeling is diffuse, but occasional cell clusters are present. They are marked with arrowsin B, and the corresponding sites are also marked with
arrowsin C, a section serial to that in B, immunostained for enkephalin to demonstrate striosomes (dark zones). One striosome is marked with
an asteriskin C, and the corresponding region in B is similarly marked. Comparison of B and C indicates that the clusters of labeled neurons in
B are in the matrix and thus are matrisomes (see mutchedJiduciu1
arrowsand asterisks).
Scale bar in B, 1 mm for B and C.
In the other four hemispheres,we made multiple, confluent
injections of CTB. These large nigral injection sites produced
cell labeling in the matrix of the putamen that was notably less
patchy and covered more of the striatum than that labeled by
the small pallidal injection sites (Fig. 4). In each hemisphere,
however, someregionsof the striatum contained discretepatchesof labeled cells, and someof the SN-labeled cell clusterswere
in the matrix.
Individual matrisomescontain intermingled GPe-projecting
and GPi-projecting neurons
Four lines of evidence suggestedthat clustersof striatal neurons
projecting to GPe are not strictly segregatedfrom those projecting to GPi.
Cell counting. Within the bounds of the clusters,labeledneurons were always interspersedwith unlabeled neurons,suggesting that only some of the neurons in a cluster projected to a

given target site. To estimate this number, in six hemispheres
we compared cell counts of all Nissl-stained neurons per mm3
with the counts of retrogradely

labeled neurons

per mm3 in the

most densely labeled regions of the output matrisomes (Fig.
54). The maximum cell countsof labeledoutput neurons,24,000
f 6500 cells/mm3(mean rt SD) for GPe-labeled matrisomes
and 24,700 f 3800 cells/mm3for GPi-labeled matrisomes,were
lessthan 38% of the total neuronal count, 65,500 k 8000 cells/
mm3 (p < 0.0001 for both comparisons).The counts of GPeand GPi-labeled neurons did not significantly differ from each
other.
Becausethe small CTB and HG injection sitesin GP did not
fill all of one pallidal segment,it waspossiblethat the unlabeled
neurons projected to other, uninjected regionsof the samesegment. We therefore also counted neuronslabeled in four hemispheresby large WGA-HRP injection sites. These sites filled
much of one pallidal segmentand, on average,had volumes 1O-
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Figure 5. Evidence that striatal neurons projecting to a particular target nucleus make up only a fraction of the neurons in individual matrisomes.
A, After injections into GPe, GPi, or SN, the maximum number of retrogradely labeled striatal neurons in the most densely labeled matrisomal
regions is less than half of the total neuronal count observed in corresponding zones in Nissl-stained sections. Barsto right show averages for each
tracer type following injections into the pallidurn, demonstrating that the cell counts obtained were independent of the tracer used. Error bars
indicate 1 SD. B, The percentage of retrogradely labeled striatal neurons in the most densely labeled matrisomal regions, plotted against injection
site volumes within the pallidurn for 13 cases. Retrogradely labeled neurons never exceeded 50% of the total over a 75-fold range of injection site
volumes. Note that the y-axis is logarithmic.

20 times greaterthan the volumes of the HG or CTB injections.
The maximum density of neurons in the putamen labeled by
the large pallidal WGA-HRP injections was 20,400 f 4500
cells/mm’ (31% of the number of the total neuronal count).
Thus, the maximum density of retrogradely labeledstriatal neurons was not significantly dependent on the injection site size
over a 75fold range (Fig. 5B), or on the tracer used(Fig. 54).
We did not examine the relationship betweenthe total number
of labeledneuronsand injection sitesize. After nigral injections,
even in the densestzones of retrograde labeling, only 17,900 f
3400cells/mm3,or 27%ofthe total neuronalcount, werelabeled
in the caudate nucleus.
Serial-sectionanalysis.GPe and GPi were injected with pairs
of retrograde tracers in 16 hemispheres.In seven of them, the
retrogradely labeledmatrisomeswerein the samegeneralregion
of the putamen for at least someanteroposterior levels. In all
but one of these sevenhemispheres,the labeled clustersin the
putamencontained both neuronsprojecting to GPeand neurons
projecting to GPi (Fig. 6). The spatial relationship betweenthe
labeled GPe projections and GPi projections in the doubly labeled casesdid not seemto be governed by a single rule: the
two setsof matrisomesneither perfectly overlapped nor systematically avoided each other. Significantly, in the regionsof intersection of the two fields of labeled projection neurons, the
retrogradely labeled cell clusterswere not constrainedto avoid
each other. As a rough measureof the anatomical relationship
betweenthe sitesin GPe and GPi that can receive projections
from the sameregionsof the putamen, we averagedthe stereotaxic coordinatesof the four pairs of injection sitesthat elicited
the mostextensive overlap of GPe-labeledand GPi-labeled matrisomes (Table 1, the first 4 entries). The result suggeststhat
an injection in GPi that is approximately 1.5 mm posterior, 0.8
mm ventral, and 0.2 mm medial to its companion injection in
GPe will retrogradely label cell clusters that at least partially
overlap those labeled by the GPe injection.
For three injection sitesof theseoverlapping pairs, there was
a small amount of contamination of GPe by the GPi injection
site, raising the possibility that this contamination contributed
to or causedthe overlapping matrisomes.However, the radial

topography of the striatopallidal fibers suggeststhat the transport from the inadvertently injected regions of GPe-which
bordered on GPi-would label regions of the striatum medial
and caudal to the regionslabeled by the GPe injection proper.
Moreover, overlapping of matrisomeslabeledby the two tracers
were alsoseenin the three hemispheresin which eachinjection
site wascompletely confined to a singlepallidal segment.
In a singlehemisphereof the seven with retrograde label in
the samegeneral region of the striatum, labeled cell clusters
projecting to GPe and GPi were segregatedfrom eachother and
never overlapped (Fig. 7). The cell clustersdid not sharecommon borders,however, and appearedto be randomly distributed
with respectto one another. The pair of pallidal injection sites
in this hemispheredid not have the samestereotaxic relationship as those pairs that labeled overlapping matrisomes,the
most obvious difference beinga greatermediolateralseparation.
Single-sectionanalysis:doubleretrogradelabeling.The results
of the serial-sectioncomparisonsjust describedsupportthe claim
that in single matrisomesthe neurons projecting to GPe are
interspersedwith neuronsprojecting to GPi. As an independent
check of this conclusion, we processedsinglesectionswith both
the silver enhancementreaction to demonstrate HG and fluorescenceimmunostaining for CTB in five hemispheres(34L,
34R, 35L, 39R, and 40R) in which labeled striatal neurons
projecting to GPe and GPi were intermingled. Confocal microscopic analysis demonstrated that when neurons retrogradely
labeledwith the two tracersappearedin the samegeneralregion
of the striatum, they were often and sometimesextensively intermingled (Fig. 8A).
Single-sectionanalysis: retrograde label and enkephalin immunostaining.Sectionsfrom four hemispheres(34L, 34R, 35L,
and 41L) were doubly stained to show neurons retrogradely
labeledfrom HG injections in GPi and neuronsimmunostained
for met-enkephalin. Enkephalin immunostaining, although a
lessdirect method for identifying GPe-projecting neuronsthan
retrograde labeling, preferentially labeledneuronsprojecting to
GPe (seebelow)and hadthe advantageoflabeling many neurons
throughout the matrix rather than the small subsetof neurons
labeled by small pallidal injection sites.Comparisonsbetween
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A. (34R)

B. (35L)

lmm
Figure 6. Evidence that matrisomes projecting to GPe can overlap matrisomes projecting to GPi. A and B, Paired HG (in GPe) and CTB (in
GPi) retrograde tracer injection sites in hemisphere 34R (A and A’) and hemisphere 35L (B and B). A’ and B’, Overlay drawings of regions
containing retrogradely labeled cells in coronal sections through the putamen of the two hemispheres. Stereotaxic coordinates are noted for each
drawing. Hatched regions represent the zones of dense labeling for the two tracers: horizontal hatching, HG, vertical hatching, CTB. Surrounding
broken lines represent the lightly labeled halos. Black represents regions of overlap of the zones of dense labeling.
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Figure 7. Interdigitation of matrisomes projecting to GPe and GPi (hemisphere 39~5). A, Paired HG (in GPe) and CTB (in GPi) retrograde tracer
injection sites. A’, Overlay drawings containing regions of retrogradely labeled cells in coronal sections through the putamen. Hatched regions
represent the dense zones of labeling for the two tracers: Horizontal hatching, HG; vertical hatching, CTB. Surrounding outlines represent the lightly
labeled halos. One of the HG sections drawn (horizontal hatching, level A 12.5) is also shown in the photograph of Figure 1A !

the distributions of GPi-labeled neurons and enkephalin-positive neuronscould thus be made throughout the striatum. Such
comparisons showed that clusters of GPi-labeled neurons always contained intermingled enkephalin-positive neurons.
Individual neurons in the putamen project either to GPe or to
GPi
Few neuronsare retrogradely double labeledfrom both GPeand
GPi. The confocal microscopic analysis of doubly retrogradely
labeled sectionsdescribed above also allowed us to determine
whether single neurons contained both tracers. As an index of
how many striatal neurons sent axon collaterals to both GPe
and GPi, we counted doubly labeled neurons in the five hemisphereswith single-section double staining for GPe and GPi
labeling. Labeled striatal neuronswere counted only in regions
where neurons labeled with the two tracers were closely intermixed, specifically, when both types of neurons appearedin a
microscope field approximately 300 pm in diameter. All of the
fields counted were in the putamen.
Even in the regions of closely intermixed GPe-labeled and

GPi-labeled neurons,very few neuronswere doubly labeled(Fig.
8B, Table 2). Expressedas a percentageof the counted GPelabeled neurons, there were 2.1 ? 2.7% (mean f SD) doubly
labeled neurons, a mean that did not significantly differ from
zero. Re-expressingthe numbers of doubly labeled neurons as
a percentageof the total of GPi-labeled neurons (1.3 f 1.7%
and 3.3 f 4.9%, respectively) did not yield meanssignificantly
different from zero. Two of the five hemispheres(35L, 40R)
had GPi injection sitesthat were predominantly in the medial
division of GPi, but these had about the samepercentageof
doubly labeled neurons as did the three other casesin which
the GPi injection siteswerepredominantly in the lateral division
of GPi.
Labeling of enkephalin-positive neuronsby tracer injections
in GPe or GPi. As a secondindex of the degreeto which GPe
and GPi receive separateprojections from the striatum, we combined, in single sections, fluorescenceimmunohistochemistry
for met-enkephalinwith silver enhancementto demonstrateHG
(Fig. 8C,D; Table 2). This technique wasapplied to tissuefrom
three hemisphereswith HG injections in GPe (39L, 39R, and

Figure 8. Laser confocal microscope views of double retrograde labeling in the putamen following retrograde tracer injections in GPe and GPi.
A and B, GPe-projecting and GPi-projecting striatal neurons are intermingled but few individual neurons project to both segments. Neurons
projecting to GPe (red) were labeled with a fluorescent antibody to CTB, those projecting to GPi (green) were labeled with HG. A, Low-power
view showing the extensive intermingling of GPe- and GPi-projecting neurons (hemisphere 34R). B, Higher-power view showing that cells contain
one or the other label but rarely both (hemisphere 35L). Arrow points to the single double-labeled cell in this section. C and D, Striatal neurons
projecting to GPi rarely express enkephalin; those projecting to GPe commonly do. In C, GPi-projecting neurons are green and enkephalincontaining neurons are red (hemisphere 41L). Neurons in this field contain only one or the other label. In D, GPe-projecting neurons are green
and enkephalin-containing
neurons are red (hemisphere 39L). Doubly labeled neurons are common, and are indicated with arrows.Scale bars,
50 pm.
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41R) and to four with HG injections in GPi (34L, 34R, 35L,
and 4 1L). Only 10.0 f 3.6% of the labeled GPi-projecting neurons were enkephalin positive (2.8 + 1.6% strongly positive and
7.2 -t 4.4% weakly positive). By contrast, 7 1.3 -+_7.6% of the
labeled GPe-projecting neurons were enkephalin positive (4 1.1
? 0.1% strongly positive and 30.1 f 7.3% weakly positive).
The difference in frequency of enkephalin-positive GPe-labeled
neurons and enkephalin-positive GPi-labeled neurons was highly significant (p < 0.000001).
One of the four hemispheres (35L) with GPi-labeled cells had
an injection site that was predominantly in the medial division
of GPi. That hemisphere had a slightly higher percentage of
enkephalin-positive
GPi-labeled neurons than the other three
hemispheres, which had injection sites in the lateral division of
GPi (14.7% vs 6.6%, 8.7%, and 9.4% for the other three). However, the increase in that hemisphere was not in doubly labeled
cells that were strongly enkephalin positive. Only the number
of weakly enkephalin-positive
doubly labeled cells increased.

gold-in contrast to these three nonfluorescent tracers-did
not
effectively show the compartmentalized retrograde distribution.
Previous studies in which this and other fluorescent retrograde
tracers have been injected into striatal targets have also failed
to demonstrate retrogradely labeled cell clusters in the striatum
as clearly as those using WGA-HRP (Feger and Crossman, 1984;
Beckstead and Cruz, 1986; Parent et al., 1989; Gimenez-Amaya
and Graybiel, 1990; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic,
1990). This
difference raised the question of whether the compartmentalization could be an artifact of WGA-HRP labeling. Our results
with CTB and HG provide evidence that it is not. huorogold
may label a sparse projection system, or Fluorogold-labeled
matrisomes may be difficult to see because of the faintness of
Fluorogold labeling compared to the much stronger HG, CTB,
and WGA-HRP labeling. The faintness was not, however, due
to fluorescence labeling per se: when CTB was labeled with a
fluorescent rather than peroxidase-labeled antibody, its distribution was still obviously patchy.

Striosome-matrix
Discussion
These experiments demonstrate four characteristics of the output organization of the primate striatum. First, even retrograde
tracer injection sites that are very small, and that are completely
contained in a single segment of the GP, label multiple clusters
of neurons in the matrix compartment of the putamen. Second,
these matrix cell clusters (matrisomes) contain both neurons
projecting to GPe and neurons projecting to GPi. Third, individual neurons within these clusters project only to one or the
other pallidal segment. Fourth, neurons projecting to GPe and
GPi can also be distinguished on the basis of their enkephalin
immunostaining. Thus, channeling of outputs from the striatal
matrix to the two segments of the pallidum occurs at the neuronal level, but the larger-scale matrisome level of organization
does not directly reflect this separation by target nucleus. We
propose, instead, that one function of matrisomal clustering may
be to coordinate striatal output signals sent into the direct (GPi)
and indirect (GPe) pathways of the basal ganglia. Because these
pathways have-to a first approximation-respectively,
disinhibitory and inhibitory effects on the cerebral cortex, their coordination may be important for the normal control of movement.

Retrograde tracers: technical considerations
The novel combination of the tracers CTB and HG allowed a
clear demonstration of compartmental organization as well as
single-section double labeling of striatopallidal neurons. These
tracers, in fact, delimited the modular output organization of
the matrix more cleanly than WGA-HRP has (Gimenez-Amaya
and Graybiel, 1990, 199 l), probably because of the smaller
injection sites obtained with them. It is interesting, however,
that HG and CTB injection sites an order of magnitude smaller
in volume than our typical WGA-HRP injection sites did not
produce labeling that was an order of magnitude more patchy,
nor were the patches an order of magnitude smaller. The combination of CTB and HG also permitted injection sites to be
made small enough that closely adjacent regions, such as GPe
and GPi, could be injected without cross-contamination.
Our finding of projection neuron clustering with all three nonfluorescent tracers strongly argues that the compartmentalization is truly a feature of the striatopallidal projection. Fluoro-

segregation

Previous comparisons of striosomes with clusters of neurons
retrogradely labeled by large tracer deposits in GP have shown
that the labeled clusters are predominantly, if not exclusively,
in the matrix (Gimenez-Amaya
and Graybiel, 1990, 1991).
However, these previous findings also indicated that labeled
neurons were not completely absent from striosomes. We were
curious whether smaller injections would produce cell labeling
that was perfectly confined to the matrix. They did not. Even
very small injections labeled scattered neurons in striosomes.
These apparent exceptions are similar to other examples of striosome/matrix compartmentalization
in the striatum; for instance, afferent fibers from the somatosensory and motor cortex
that are predominantly restricted to clusters in the matrix nonetheless weakly innervate striosomes (Flaherty and Graybiel, 199 1,
1993). It would be useful to know whether these minor innervations allow interaction between striosome and matrix processing, or represent systematic separations of the two (Gerfen
et al., 1990; Ragsdale and Graybiel, 1990), or are developmental
aberrations.

Output architecture of the matrix
These experiments strongly support the view that the matrix
compartment of the putamen contains clusters of output neurons projecting to the two segments ofthe GP. The small number
of cases with injections in the SN pointed to some clustering of
striatonigral matrix neurons as well (see below). Our experiments do not, however, establish the matrix-neuron clusters as
striatal modules in the same sense that striosomes are. In contrast to the demonstration of striosomes by many different neurochemical markers, no neurochemical markers have yet been
shown to delimit matrisomes. In fact, our demonstration that
enkephalin-immunoreactive
and GPi-projecting neurons are intermixed in individual matrisomes (see below) helps to account
for why there are not enkephalin-positive and enkephalin-negative patches in the matrix. However, there are inhomogeneities
in enkephalin immunostaining there (T. Aosaki, M. Kimura,
and A. M. Graybiel, unpublished observations), and there are
other detectable neurochemical heterogeneities in the matrix as
well, at least in the primate striatum (Graybiel and Ragsdale,
1978; Nastuk and Graybiel, 1985; Joyce et al., 1986; Graybiel
et al., 1987; Hirsch et al., 1989; Holt et al., 1992).
The fact that output cell clusters are labeled in the putamen
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by tracer injections in either GPe or GPi made it natural to
propose that different clusters project to these two different target nuclei (Divac, 1984; Feger and Crossman, 1984; JimtnezCastellanos and Graybiel, 1989; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic,
1990; Gimenez-Amaya and Graybiel, 199 1). Our findings, however, argue against this being the general rule.
First, our dual-tracer experiments directly demonstrated that
GPe-projecting and GPi-projecting neurons can intermingle in
individual matrisomes. This finding suggests that any given matrisome in the putamen projects to a pair of regions, one in GPe
and the other in GPi. In anesthetized animals we could not
identify the somatotopic relation of the pairs of injection sites
by recording from the pallidurn. However, when the injection
sites in the two pallidal segments labeled projection neurons in
approximately the same region of the putamen, the relationship
between the injection sites, as expressed in stereotaxic coordinates, fit remarkably well with the radial organization of striatopallidal projections (Feger and Crossman, 1984; Parent et al.,
1989; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic,
1990; Gimenez-Amaya
and Graybiel, 199 1).
Second, we found that enkephalin-positive neurons were much
more likely to project to GPe than to GPi, and that GPi-labeled
neurons were intermixed with enkephalin-positive neurons. This
evidence was important confirmation of the dual-tracer data,
for the enkephalin immunostaining was independent of tracer
injection locus. Our evidence does not prove that all striatopallidal matrisomes have a mixture of neurons projecting to the
two segments, but such mixing appears to be, at minimum,
common.
Third, even in the densest parts of matrisomes labeled from
GPe or GPi, an average of only about 38% of the neurons were
labeled. This was true over a 75-fold range of injection site sizes,
even though with the larger injections there were increases in
the total numbers of labeled neurons and their distributions
across the striatum. The percentage of retrogradely labeled neurons we found after pallidal injections is similar to percentages
reported for the rat (Bolam et al., 1981; Loopuijt and van der
Kooy, 1985).
Because matrix neurons also project to the SN, we compared,
in a limited number of cases, the distributions of striatal neurons
projecting to GP with those projecting to SN. In the two hemispheres in which the same striatal territory was labeled by HG
injections in GP and by CTB injections in SN, there was some
intermixing of neurons projecting to the two regions. The SNlabeled matrix neurons were more sparsely and widely distributed in the matrix than were those labeled by the pallidal injections, but the cases were not directly comparable because of
the much larger size of the SN injection sites. Clusters of striatal
neurons projecting to SNr have been reported for the cat (Desban et al., 1989; Jimenez-Castellanos and Graybiel, 1989) and
a single injection in SNr in the monkey has been reported to
label retrogradely discrete zones in the putamen that are similar
in appearance to those following our pallidal injections (Selemon
and Goldman-Rakic,
1990). The SN injections labeled a maximum of 27% of the neurons per output patch. This value is
lower than the 50-70% reported for the rat’s caudoputamen
(Bolam et al., 198 1; Loopuijt and van der Kooy, 1985). This
difference may reflect the apparently much higher percentage of
striatal neurons in the rat that send branching projections to
multiple target nuclei (see below). The SN injections tended to
label striosomal cell clusters, as expected from previous experiments (Gerfen, 1985; Jimtnez-Castellanos and Graybiel, 1989).
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Separation of GPe-directed and GPi-directed pathways
through the putamen at the level of single neurons
As detected by retrograde double labeling, the percentage of
neurons projecting to both segments of the pallidum did not
significantly differ from zero. Previous retrograde double-labeling studies have given widely varying percentages of striatal
neurons that project to more than one target nucleus. Part of
the inconsistency can be attributed to species differences: studies
in rats with a variety of techniques (Bolam et al., 198 1; Loopuijt
and van der Kooy, 1985; Kawaguchi et al., 1990) have generally
indicated a much higher degree of collateralization between the
GPe and GPi/SNr pathways than those in cats or monkeys
(Feger and Crossman, 1984; Beckstead and Cruz, 1986; Parent
et al., 1989; Gimenez-Amaya and Graybiel, 1990; Selemon and
Goldman-Rakic,
1990).
The finding that enkephalin-like immunoreactivity
is predominantly a feature of neurons projecting to GPe provides
independent evidence that GPe-projecting and GPi-projecting
neurons are separate populations, and also serves as a control
for the possibility that the tracer findings were due to potential
dual-tracer artifacts. The values we found for expression of enkephalin, 7 1% by GPe-labeled neurons and 10% for GPi-labeled
neurons, are consistent with those in other species (Penny et al.,
1986; Gerfen and Young, 1988; Besson et al., 1990; Gerfen et
al., 1990).
Clearly,, however, expression of enkephalin-like immunoreactivity was not an infallible indicator of neurons projecting
to GPe for the 10% of the GPi-projecting neurons that were
enkephalin positive. This group of neurons may also project to
GPe, but our double-retrograde labeling result, that only 2% of
neurons project to both GPe and GPi, does not favor this possibility. In fact, only about 3% of the GPi-labeled neurons showed
strong enkephalin immunostaining, a percentage closer to the
2% retrogradely double-labeled neurons we saw. Conceivably,
then, the GPi-labeled neurons that strongly express enkephalin
also project to GPe. An alternate possibility is that they project
to the medial division of GPi, which has relatively high levels
of enkephalin compared to the lateral division of GPi (Haber
and Elde, 1982). Our data showed a slight increase in the amount
of enkephalin-GPi double labeling when the injection site was
in the medial division of GPi. This increase was predominantly
in cells that weakly expressed enkephalin, however, rather than
in those that showed strong enkephalin expression.
Why have matrisomes?
Our findings suggest that the clustering of output neurons into
matrisomes is not simply a mechanism to channel particular
types of striatal information to separate striatal target nuclei.
What, then, is the function of this output organization? The
contrast that we found between the single-cell and cell-cluster
levels of organization of the striatal projection neurons suggests
one possible answer. At the single-cell level, striatal neurons
that project to GPe and GPi form separate classes. They can
thus integrate inputs separately, process them according to their
distinctive transmitter and receptor phenotypes, and influence
GPe and GPi neurons in correspondingly distinct ways. Yet at
the population level, neurons of the two types could have their
activities coordinated by virtue of their commingling in matrisomes. Projection neurons in the striatum, including the striaturn of primates (DiFiglia et al., 1976; Yelnik et al., 199 l), are
known to have extensive local axonal arbors of about the same
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Partial overlap
Figure 9. Two possible relations of
GPe-projecting
and GPi-projecting
matrisomes. Matrisomes projecting to
GPe and GPi may partially overlap (left)
or completely overlap (right). Complete
overlap, in which sets of matrisomes
that converge on an injected site in GPe
also converge on an injected site in GPi,
may depend on injecting functionally
homologous sites in the two pallidal
segments.

Paired matrisomes

suiatum

dimensions
as their dendritic trees (ca. 400 pm diameter). By
virtue of the clustering of projection
neurons shown here, the
projection
neurons themselves, as well as interneurons
and extrinsic afferents, could coordinately
influence the activity of the
neurons in any one matrisome.
This arrangement
of clustered but individually
distinct GPeprojecting and GPi-projecting
striatal neurons would be a highly
advantageous one for a network sending matched, coherent signals to the two pallidal segments. By having GPe-projecting
and
GPi-projecting
striatal neurons clumped
together in matrisomes, local regions of GPe and GPi receiving input from a
given matrisome could be signaled in parallel. We suggest that,
at least for some sets of matrisomes,
such parallel signaling
occurs for the sensorimotor
putamen (Fig. 9). In the present
experiments
we could not make tracer injections in perfectly
paired GPe and GPi sites, and so we could not rule out the
possibility
that the sets of GPe-projecting
and GPi-projecting
neurons are always only partially overlapped. However, experiments on physiologically
identified cortical inputs to GPe- and
GPi-projecting
matrisomes strongly support the hypothesis that
homologous,
functionally
matched regions of the two pallidal
segments may receive inputs from completely overlapping
sets
of matrisomes (Flaherty and Graybiel, 1992a).
We also found that outputs from multiple clusters of striatal
neurons spaced at considerable
distances from each other can
reach the same small region of either GPe or GPi. This remarkable pattern of striatopallidal
convergence suggests another
advantage of the matrisomal
design: localized pallidal sites in
each segment may collect inputs from multiple
matrisomes,
each of which could have different nearest-neighbor
relations
with adjoining
striatal cell populations.
The striatopallidal
processing occurring as a result of this arrangement
could therefore
involve multiple integrations
at the borders of different striatal
matrisomes before convergence of these integrated signals onto
local territories
within the pallidurn.
Regional differences and
neurochemical
gradient variations through individual
fields of
matrisomal
labeling could also be integrated at such local pallidal sites.
This analysis suggests a model of striatopallidal
connectivity
in which distributed
sets of locally coherent striatal signals converge onto parallel sets of target sites in GPe and GPi (Fig. 9).
These target structures have opposing, or at least complementary, influences on movement production,
and they are themselves interconnected
such that their activities should be closely
interrelated
(Hazrati et al., 1990; Kincaid et al., 1990; Smith
and Bolam, 1990). Temporal
as well as spatial coordination
of
signals sent from striatum to pallidum would be consistent with
the matrisomal
model outlined here.
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